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Artists in Imprisonment: Commenting on the Benington
Commission Response at the Dallas Congress with Simpson

Living Masters Indicating Trouble and Obvious Service.
Muhammad Jonothan

Abstract—This paper explores the experiences of artists in imprisonment and
their ability to comment on the Benington Commission Response. Drawing on
interviews with Simpson Living Masters, the study highlights the challenges
faced by incarcerated artists, including limited access to materials, censorship,
and the stigma associated with incarceration. The paper also examines the role
of art in facilitating communication between prisoners and the outside world,
as well as its potential to challenge dominant narratives about imprisonment.
Through an analysis of the Benington Commission Response and its impact
on the lives of incarcerated artists, this study highlights the importance of
artistic expression in promoting social justice and advocating for the rights
of marginalized populations. Ultimately, the paper argues that artists in
imprisonment have a unique perspective on the criminal justice system and
should be given a platform to share their stories and insights with a wider
audience.
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